Da Vinci

Objective
Da Vinci is a private sector initiative that addresses the needs of the Value Based Care Community by leveraging the HL7 FHIR platform. Join listserv on welcome page.

Join us for the monthly public Community Roundtable
- Next session: July 28th: Payer-to-Payer Data Exchange: Rising to the Opportunities and the Challenges
- Standing daytime is fourth Wednesday of the month from 4 - 5:30 p.m. EST
- Registration details available on calendar.
- Missed a session? Prior session recordings available on the video presentations page.

Industry Updates

Da Vinci HIPAA Exception here

Da Vinci Response to CMS Reducing Burden NPRM here

Patient Access API (includes Payer-to-Payer) - New Q&A Page here
Da Vinci is seeking answers to open questions and clarifications needed on the implementation and operational needs of the upcoming CMS Patient Directed API Rules. Find initial questions and corresponding answers shared from our colleagues at CMS.

Project Resources
- Da Vinci Progress Update March 2020 flyer including use case maturity
- HIMSS20 Da Vinci in Action with clinical scenario and member use case table
- Operating Principles developed jointly with Da Vinci Operating and Clinical Advisory Council

Videos
- Da Vinci Video Presentations
- Please post your videos here.

Press Releases
- Regence’s first-in-the-nation health care collaboration improves medication safety
- HL7 International and the Da Vinci Project Announce New Clinical Advisory Council
- HL7® Launches FHIR® Accelerator Program
- Member Announcement Press Release
- Casenet Press Release

Blog Posts
- https://blog.hl7.org/hl7-da-vinci-project-shows-the-value-of-collaboration-to-build-fhir-tools
- https://blog.hl7.org/hl7-da-vinci-project-fhir-use-cases-aim-to-reduce-documentation-burden-in-vbc
- https://blog.hl7.org/healthcare-organizations-are-implementing-da-vinci-project-use-cases-to-achieve-real-world-results
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Publishing about Da Vinci PLEASE include @hl7 and #davinciproject

Da Vinci Mentions
- ONC Burden Reduction - Draft
- HIMSS19 CEO Panel and Da Vinci - Independence Newsroom

Submit Da Vinci Story for PMO Review

Artifacts

1. Use Cases
   - Da Vinci 2021 Use Cases - Year Roadmap
   - Burden Reduction (CRD/DTR/PAS)
   - Clinical Data Exchange (CDex)
   - Data Exchange for Quality Measures (DEQM)
   - Gaps In Care & Information
   - Risk Adjustment
   - Health Record Exchange Framework (HRex)
   - Notifications (formerly known as Alerts)
   - Payer Coverage Decision Exchange (PCDE)
   - Payer Data Exchange (PDex/Formulary/PlanNet)
   - Member Attribution (aka: Risk Based Contract Member Identification)
   - Patient Cost Transparency
   - Da Vinci Implementation Guide Technical Artifacts
   - Da Vinci Conference Call Sign Up Instructions
   - Da Vinci Implementation Guide Credits
   - HL7 Workgroup Participation Team
   - Da Vinci Use Case Project Management

2. HL7 Processes
   - Summary - HL7 process for balloting an artifact
   - Join Ballot Pool Process - Instructions w/ screen shots
   - Balloting
   - Announcement - Non-Member Participation in HL7 International Ballots
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